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concepts into purely casuistic and descriptive nomina,
without any substantiality. The accent is laid upon the
individual thing.
This manifest and fundamental opposition was lucidly
apprehended by Gomperz as the problem of inherency
and pndication* When, for instance, we speak of'warm'
and * cold \ we speak of * warm} and * cold' things, to which
(warm' and (cold * as attributes, predicates, or assertions
respectively belong* The statement refers to something
perceived and actually existing, namely to a warm or a
cold body. From a plurality of similar cases we abstract
the concepts of * warmth' and ' coldness', with which also
we immediately connect or associate something concrete,
Thus < warmth' and ' coldness'» eta, are to us something
real, because of the perseveration of perception in the
abstraction. It is extremely difficult for us to strip off
that which pertains to things from the abstraction, since
there naturally clings to every abstraction its corresponding
derivation. In this sense the (thing-ness' of the predicate \
is essentially a priori. If now, we pass over to a higher '
grade generic concept * temperature', its ' thingness' (das
Dinghafte) is still readily perceptible to us, so that, in
spite of a certain diminution in its sensuous definiteness,
it has renounced none of its represcntability. But repre-
scntability also adheres closely to sensual perception.
If we further ascend to a still higher generic concept, viz.
energy\ the character of ' thingness' quite disappears, and
with it, to a certain degree, goes the quality of representa-
bility. At this point the conflict about the "nature" of
energy appears; whether energy is purely conceptual and
abstract, or whether something real Assuredly the learned
nominalist of our day is quite convinced thatt energy' is
merely a nomen, a 'counter* of our mental calcule; yet,
in spite of this, our every-day speech refers to 'energy*
as though it were something quite tangible; thus con-

